Rapid SNARE-Mediated Fusion of Liposomes and Chromaffin Granules with Giant Unilamellar Vesicles
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ABSTRACT Soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor activating protein receptor (SNARE) proteins are the main catalysts for membrane fusion in the secretory pathway of eukaryotic cells. In vitro, SNAREs are sufficient to mediate effective fusion of both native and artificial membranes. Here we have established, to our knowledge, a new platform for monitoring SNARE-mediated docking and fusion between giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) and smaller liposomes or purified secretory granules with high temporal and spatial resolution. Analysis of fusion is restricted to the free-standing part of the GUV-membrane exhibiting low curvature and a lack of surface contact, thus avoiding adhesion-mediated interference with the fusion reaction as in fusion with supported bilayers or surface-immobilized small vesicles. Our results show that liposomes and chromaffin granules fuse with GUVs containing activated SNAREs with only few milliseconds delay between docking and fusion. We conclude that after initial contact in trans, SNAREs alone can complete fusion at a rate close to fast neuronal exocytosis.

INTRODUCTION

Soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor activating protein receptor (SNARE) proteins mediate most fusion events in the secretory pathway of eukaryotic cells (1,2). SNAREs are small and mostly membrane-anchored proteins that are distinguished by a stretch of 60–70 amino acids arranged in heptad repeats, referred to as the “SNARE motif”. SNARE motifs can be classified into four evolutionarily conserved subfamilies. Fusion is mediated by the regulated assembly of four SNARE motifs, each belonging to a different subfamily. Assembly is thought to proceed from the membrane-distal N-terminal end of the SNARE motifs toward the membrane-proximal C terminus (zippering), a spontaneous and energy-releasing reaction resulting in a stable four-helix bundle. During zippering, the membranes are pulled tightly together, which ultimately causes fusion of the participating membranes (1). The SNAREs mediating Ca2+-triggered exocytosis in neurons and neuroendocrine cells are particularly well studied. They include two SNAREs located at the plasma membrane (syntaxin 1A containing one SNARE-motif, and SNAP-25A with two SNARE-motifs), and one SNARE located at the vesicular membrane (synaptobrevin 2, also referred to as VAMP 2, with one SNARE-motif (3)). SNAREs are regulated by several accessory proteins including SM and CATCHR proteins responsible for initiating SNARE zippering, and synaptotagmins and complexins that only operate in Ca2+-triggered exocytosis and are involved in triggering fusion (3,4).

Reconstitution of fusion with artificial membranes and purified proteins has been instrumental in furthering our understanding of SNARE-mediated fusion at the molecular level. A variety of different fusion assays has been developed over the last years that each have advantages and disadvantages. Initially, fusion was studied using two sets of small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs, 30–40 nm in diameter) containing either plasma membrane SNAREs or synaptobrevin, with lipid mixing being monitored by a reduction in fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) due to the dilution of two labeled lipids during fusion (5). This assay is still widely used and has been modified in various ways. For instance, it was adapted to larger vesicles (to reduce curvature stress, for 100 nm vesicles, see, e.g., (6), for μm-size giant vesicles see e.g., (7,8)), to the measurement of content mixing (9), and it was further modified to allow for differentiating hemifusion from fusion (6,10). However, these assays all have limited kinetic resolution, particularly because it is difficult (although principally...
possible, see (11) to differentiate the initial binding of the fusion partners (docking) from fusion. Moreover, it is not possible to follow individual fusion events. To overcome these limitations, several microscopy-based assays were developed that involve immobilization of one of the membranes involved in the fusion reaction. Generally, two approaches are used—the first one involving planar, surface-supported or suspended bilayers (see, e.g., (12–16)), and the second one involving surface immobilization of small proteoliposomes with a size below the diffraction limit of the light microscope (see, e.g., (17–19)). In both approaches the surface-immobilized membranes are kept in the focal plane of the microscope, with vesicles then being added in solution, thus allowing for monitoring docking and fusion of single vesicles with high time resolution. Although these assays are versatile and are also widely used, surface-attachment of the membranes may result in nonspecific adhesion and the development of stress forces, which may affect and even compromise detection of the features of the fusion reaction.

Here our goal was to develop a system in which docking and fusion of single vesicles with a nonadherent membrane free of curvature stress can be monitored. To this end, we used giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) immobilized on the glass surface and smaller diffusing vesicles and monitored docking and fusion with a fast confocal microscope. With this system we have been able to obtain high temporal and spatial resolution (with millisecond kinetics) of single vesicle fusion events using both liposomes and purified secretory granules.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents

Oregon Green 488 and Texas Red (TR)-coupled DHPE were purchased from Invitrogen (Waltham, MA). Lipophilic tracers—DiO and DiD, Texas Red maleimide (for protein labeling), NeutrAvidin, and biotinylated bovine serum albumin—were from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA). Calcein, sulforhodamine B, and other chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). All other lipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL); brain-PC (L-α-phosphatidylcholine (Brain, Porcine)), brain-PE (L-α-phosphatidylethanolamine (Brain, Porcine)), brain-PS (L-α-phosphatidylserine (Brain, Porcine)), cholesteryl (ovine wool), 18:1 Biotinyl Cap PE (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-cap biotinyl), 18:1 NBD-PE (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(7-nitro-2,1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl)), and 18:1 Liss Rho-PE (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl)).

Protein purification and labeling

Constructs encoding SNARE proteins were derived from Rattus norvegicus and were expressed in Escherichia coli and purified with affinity and ion-exchange chromatography as described previously in Hernandez et al. (6) and Pobbati et al. (20). We used single cys mutant (C28) of synaptobrevin 1–116 (wild-type (WT) syb, (21)), a single deletion mutant Δ64 syb 1–116 (Δ64 syb; (6)), a short C-terminal fragment of syb 49–96, syntaxin 1A lacking the N-terminal Habe domain (183–288), and a cysteine-free variant of SNAP-25A in which a single cysteine mutation (C130, (21)) was introduced. Fluorescence labeling of proteins was carried out using Texas Red maleimide, ΔN SNARE acceptor complex consisting of syntaxin (183–288, (22)), SNAP-25A, and syb 49–96 (ΔN complex) was assembled from monomers and purified in n-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (GLYCON Biochemicals, Luckenwalde, Germany) as described in Pobbati et al. (20). Labeled complex was formed in the same way except for SNAP-25A that was replaced with a C130 mutant labeled with TR.

Liposome preparation

For all liposome mixtures PC, PE, PS, and cholesterol were mixed in a ratio of 5:2:2:1, respectively. Labeled lipids, biotinylated lipids, or lipophilic tracers were incorporated by replacing a portion of PC (or PE in the case of PE-labeled species) with usually 1 mol % of respective labeled molecule (1.5 mol % were used for NBD/Rhodamine FRET experiments; Fig. 2 a).

Large liposomes (large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs), diameter 100 nm) were prepared as described in Hernandez et al. (6) using reverse phase evaporation. Synaptobrevin was reconstituted in a protein/lipid of 1:500 using the direct reconstitution method as described in Hernandez et al. (6).

Small proteoliposomes (SUVs, diameter 40 nm) were prepared essentially as described in Pobbati et al. (20), except that the buffer was replaced with 20 mM HEPES/KOH pH 7.4 and 150 mM KCl (liposome buffer) containing 5% (w/v) sodium cholate if indicated. SUVs containing the SNARE acceptor complex were prepared to yield a protein/lipid of 1:1000 (1:200 for calcein content mixing, Fig. 2 b), and SUVs used for content mixing contained 200 mM calcein or 100 mM sulforhodamine B, and syb at a protein/lipid of 1:500.

GUV preparation

ΔN-GUVs (acceptor complex containing GUVs) were prepared largely following the protocol described in Bacia et al. (23), using a method known to yield mainly unilamellar vesicles (24). Briefly, SUVs containing acceptor complex and biotinylated-PE were dried on indium tin oxide-coated glasses (15–30 Ω; Diamond Coatings, Halesowen, United Kingdom) overnight in a desiccator. Afterwards, an electroformation chamber (consisting of two sandwiched indium tin oxide-glasses separated by a 3-mm-thick silicone spacer) was assembled and filled with 200 mM sucrose solution. Electroformation was performed by applying an alternating electric field (peak-to-peak) for 3 h (3.4 V, 10 Hz), followed by a detachment phase for ~1 h (3.4 V, 4 Hz). Finally, the chamber was disassembled, and the GUVs were collected for further experiments.

Microscopy imaging and analysis

Before each experiment, glass coverslips were coated with biotinylated BSA (2 mg/mL) for 1 h, and subsequently incubated with NeutrAvidin solution (0.7 mg/mL in liposome buffer, 1 h). 100–200 μL GUV solution was diluted with 300 μL liposome buffer containing 1 mM MgCl₂, introduced into an imaging chamber containing a coated coverslip on the bottom, and incubated for at least 30 min to allow the GUVs to settle and become immobilized. Liposomes or chromaffin granules were added before image acquisition to the imaging chamber with immobilized GUVs. GUVs that were not unilamellar (i.e., did not have uniform membrane fluorescence, showed a higher fluorescence intensity than other GUVs of similar size, or contained luminal inclusions) were excluded from image acquisition and data analysis. Images were primarily analyzed and normalized with the software Fiji (25), and are mostly shown with a fire lookup table (fluorescence intensity scale bar shown in Fig. 2 a).

Details of the microscope setups and settings are given in the Supporting Material (Tables S1 and S2).
Determination of the efficiency of GUV reconstitution

The concentration of ΔN complexes in the GUV membrane (C<sub>prot</sub>) was determined as described in Aimon et al. (26) with some modifications, as follows:

\[ C_{prot} = \frac{I_{mg}}{N_i \times M_{ref} \times F} \]

where \( I_{mg} \) is the membrane fluorescence intensity of the protein, \( N_i \) is the number of fluorescent dyes attached to one protein molecule, \( M_{ref} \) is a calibration factor, and \( F \) is the calibration scaling factor.

In this method, membrane fluorescence intensity of the TR-labeled complex was compared with that of a reference fluorophore (TR-PE), expressed with a calibration factor \( M_{ref} \), as follows:

\[ M_{ref} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} I_{can}(i)}{n}, \]

which is calculated from a calibration curve (Fig. S2 a) generated from membrane fluorescence intensities (\( I_{can} \)) of \( n \)-number of varying concentrations of TR-PE (\( C_{can} \)).

Additionally, intrinsic properties of a dye attached to a molecule (protein or lipid) were taken into account, by scaling the calibration (\( M_{ref} \)) with a fluorescence intensity ratio \( F \) of a bulk, equimolar, detergent solution of labeled species, as follows:

\[ F = \frac{I_{dp}}{I_{dl}} \]

where \( I_{dp} \) and \( I_{dl} \) are fluorescence intensities of detergent solutions of labeled protein and lipid, respectively.

Membrane fluorescence peak intensities (for Figs. 1 a, 2 a and b, and S2 a) were calculated using a self-written ImageJ macro that identifies GUV, linearizes membrane with a polar transformation method, and measures an average line peak intensity of a membrane (see Code Availability, GUV membrane linearization macro).

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching analysis

For calculation of lipid and protein diffusion coefficients in a GUV membrane, fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments were performed. A circular bleach area was located on the top of the GUV (see (7,27)). Digitized fluorescence intensity data were normalized and analyzed with a self-written macro implementing data extraction from microscopy images in the software Fiji and analyzed in GNU Octave ((28); see Code Availability). Normalized data points were averaged for each group of GUVs with the same bleaching settings and coming from the same preparation, and fitted to the formula developed by Soumpasis (29), as shown here:

\[ f(t) = Ae^{-t/2} \left[ I_0(\tau/2t) + I_1(\tau/2t) \right], \]

where \( I_0 \) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of zero order, and \( I_1 \) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of first order; \( A \) is the amplitude; \( t \) is time; and \( \tau \) is the time constant. The diffusion coefficient \( D \) is calculated from the following equation:

\[ D = \frac{r^2}{\tau}, \]

with \( r \) being the radius of the bleached spot.

FIGURE 1  Reconstitution of the SNARE acceptor complex into GUVs is highly efficient. (a) Histogram showing the distribution in the concentration of the acceptor complex in the membrane of GUVs (n = 41, bin size = 0.025 mol %) obtained by comparing membrane peak fluorescence intensity at the vesicle equator of GUVs containing labeled ΔN complex with GUVs containing known concentration of labeled lipid (TR-PE, for details see Materials and Methods). (b) Mobility of the SNARE acceptor complex, in the plane of the GUV membrane, in comparison to the mobility of membrane lipids. The diffusion coefficients were determined by performing FRAP measurements of TR-PE or TR-ΔN complex using bleaching of an area on the top of the GUVs. Dots represent mobilities obtained for groups of GUVs and gray bars represent range of obtained values (\( n_{PE_{total}} = 19, n_{ΔN_{total}} = 16 \)).

Lipid mixing

Bulk lipid mixing experiments involved GUVs containing 1.5 mol % NBD-PE and LUVs containing 1.5 mol % Rhodamine-PE. Upon vesicle fusion, FRET between these two labels occurs and thus NBD fluorescence is quenched. Based on the principle of acceptor photobleaching FRET microscopy (30), photobleaching of Rhodamine (FRET acceptor) in the equatorial plane of the GUV led to the recovery of NBD fluorescence.

In the case of single LUV to GUV fusion, a non-FRET pair of fluorescence labels was used (usually DiO and DiD), and fusion was identified by the diffusion of LUV label in the GUV membrane. Images were acquired as z-stacks (containing usually 3–4 planes separated by 0.3 μm) over time to capture events where vesicle docking was followed by diffusion on GUV membrane (in three dimensions). Such z-stack image stacks were then treated as continuous time sequences and were searched for vesicle docking on the GUV membrane followed by fusion. Events where docking was followed by detachment or diffusion of a docked vesicle out of imaged volume were discarded (for examples of such events, see Fig. S6, b and c). Detection of fusion was additionally confirmed by analysis of line profiles that were extracted from a ~0.6-μm-thick region including linearized GUV membranes (linearization done with a polar transformation method; see Code Availability and Fig. S5). Images taken for line profiles were normalized by subtracting an averaged stack image from every time frame. For more detailed information about the analysis workflow, see Fig. S4.

Determination of fusion kinetics was done by fitting (Origin; OriginLab, Northampton, MA) of a cumulative frequency distribution of lag times between docking and fusion to a first-order kinetic equation as in Kiessling et al. (31).
Chromaffin granule purification and labeling

Chromaffin granules were purified from bovine adrenal glands using continuous sucrose gradient centrifugation as described in Park et al. (32). Purified granules were labeled by adding a small aliquot to a dried lipid film consisting of TR-PE and subsequent incubation (30 min, 37°C shaking).

Code availability


RESULTS

GUWs containing a reconstituted SNARE acceptor complex (later referred to as ΔN) consisting of syntaxin 1A, SNAP-25A, and a short synaptobrevin fragment (49–96; (20)) and a lipid mix resembling neuronal membranes were immobilized on a functionalized glass coverslip. Fusion of smaller vesicles added in a suspension was monitored around the equatorial plane of the GUW. Interaction of the GUW with the glass surface was limited to the small adherent proportion of the membrane at the bottom of the GUW.
Methods; Figs. 1 a and S2 a; (26)). The optimized GUV-formation procedure led to highly efficient reconstitution (expected concentration 0.1 mol %, i.e., recovery at ~100%) of the ΔN complex in the GUV membrane (Fig. 1 a, for GUV diameter distribution see Fig. S1). The lateral mobility of the reconstituted complex was tested with FRAP, yielding a diffusion coefficient that is slightly lower than that of GUV-lipids (Figs. 1 b and S2 b).

Next, we examined whether the SNARE-GUVs can fuse with liposomes reconstituted with synaptobrevin. For monitoring fusion, we used both a lipid mixing (Fig. 2 a) and a content mixing assay (Fig. 2 b). Lipid mixing was monitored using an assay involving FRET between labeled membrane lipids. Large unilamellar liposomes (LUVs) containing synaptobrevin and 1.5 mol % of Rhodamine-PE (FRET acceptor) were incubated with ΔN-GUVs containing 1.5 mol % of NBD-PE (FRET donor). Fusion results in mixing of both dyes leading to FRET. Here we assayed for FRET by monitoring the increase of donor fluorescence after photobleaching of the acceptor (Fig. 2 a, lower panel). FRET was substantially higher when fusion-competent LUVs (containing wild-type synaptobrevin) were used (Fig. 2 a, red points). In contrast, the increase in the donor signal was lower when a synaptobrevin mutant was used (Δ84 syb) that was previously shown to result in an arrest at the docked state (Fig. 2 a, black points; (6)).

For content mixing, syb-SUVs were filled with self-quenching concentrations of calcine during reconstitution. Upon fusion of calcine-containing SUVs with a GUV, the dye is rapidly diluted into the large internal volume of the GUV, resulting in fluorescence increase due to dequenching. Here we measured the mean fluorescence intensity of luminal and membrane-localized calcine ~30 min after initiation of the fusion reaction. Addition of fusion-competent SUVs containing WT syb resulted in higher luminal calcine staining than addition of docking-arrested SUVs containing Δ84 syb (Fig. 2 b).

Observation of single vesicle docking and fusion events

In the next experiments we took advantage of our system to monitor docking and fusion at the single vesicle level. First, we observed LUVs containing Δ84 syb, which, as described above, are arrested in a docked state after membrane binding. As shown in Fig. 3 a, these vesicles were visible as brightly fluorescent spots attached to the GUV membrane. The spots usually diffused on the GUV surface, thus showing high lateral mobility of the docking-arrested SNARE complexes in the plane of the GUV membrane. Notably, vesicles reaching the surface of the coverslip became immobile. This adherence is most probably due to nonspecific adhesion between the surface and the LUV membrane, which occurs despite the hydrophilic nature and the hydrophilic functionalization of the coverslip surface (Fig. S3; and see also Discussion).

Next, we used LUVs containing WT syb that allowed for observing fusion of single vesicles with GUV membranes. Due to the usage of a fast confocal microscope, the time course was resolved with millisecond kinetics. First, we monitored fusion by lipid mixing using GUVs containing the membrane dye DiO and LUVs containing DiD. Fusion was observed by the sudden and rapid dilution of the LUV membrane dye into the GUV membrane (see image sequence in Figs. 3 b and S6 a). LUV docking and fusion was often visible in consecutive imaging frames. The average delay time between the initial docking and the onset of fusion was determined as 34.8 ± 2.5 ms (mean ± SE, Fig. 3 c). Finally, we monitored single vesicle fusion events using a content release assay similar to that described above except that here another dye (sulforhodamine B) was loaded into syb-SUVs during reconstitution at self-quenching concentrations. Fluorescent bursts were observable just below the GUV membrane surface (Figs. 3 d and S7), which resulted from content release of single SUVs. The bursts were short-lived (usually observed in 1–3 imaging frames) due to rapid dilution of the dye into the interior volume of the GUV.

Purified chromaffin granules fuse with ΔN-GUVs with only short delay after docking

Finally, we used the assay for monitoring fusion of chromaffin granules purified from bovine adrenal glands that were shown previously to undergo fusion with SNARE-containing acceptor liposomes (32). These vesicles contain endogenous synaptobrevin 2 along with other proteins important for regulated exocytosis such as Ca2+ sensor synaptotagmin 1 (32,33). Purified chromaffin granules were labeled using a dye-coupled lipid (TR-PE) and added instead of liposomes to immobilized GUVs. Chromaffin granules readily attached and fused with ΔN-GUVs (Fig. 4 a). Fusion was observable with only short delay after docking (sometimes docking and labeling of the GUV membrane with TR-PE occurring after fusion were observed in subsequent frames). A closer analysis of the delay between docking and fusion revealed at least three kinetically distinct pools of vesicles (Fig. 4 b). The fast pool containing 81% of the vesicle population fused on average after 51.6 ± 3.8 ms (mean ± SE) and with a time constant of ~60 ms, the intermediate pool including 14% of the population exhibited an average delay between docking and fusion of 161.3 ± 4.7 ms, and the slowest pool (5% population) fused to GUVs with delay times above 300 ms (Fig. 4, b and c).

DISCUSSION

Fusion of single vesicles in vitro can be monitored by microscopy using either planar membranes deposited on functionalized surfaces or surface immobilization of small vesicles (see, e.g., (12–19)). While widely used, a problem of these assays that needs to be overcome is that surface contact
inevitably restricts free lateral diffusion of membrane proteins and lipids, which on the other hand is crucial for fusion to proceed in an unrestricted manner. Various approaches were taken to minimize artifacts contributed by such adhesive interactions such as surface functionalization with hydrophilic molecules minimizing friction (12) or use of porous substrates yielding adhesion-free membrane areas suspended across the pores (14). Here we have employed GUVs with low intrinsic membrane curvature, allowing for monitoring individual fusion events on a free-standing and largely tension-free membrane with high temporal and spatial resolution. Indeed, we observed that the SNARE acceptor complex used was twice as mobile in the GUV membrane as in supported membrane bilayers (34) whereas the diffusion coefficient measured for labeled membrane lipids was similar to other reports using GUVs (Fig. 1 b; and see, e.g., (35)). It needs to be mentioned that the three-dimensional arrangement of the GUV membrane surface makes data acquisition and analysis challenging, particularly when considering that between docking and fusion, vesicles tend to diffuse rapidly across the GUV surface.

Restricting the analysis to the free-standing part of the membrane avoids the docking and fusion reactions being compromised by diffusional constraints or local membrane distortions. Indeed, we observed that within minutes vesicles became trapped at the bottom due to surface adhesion.
It is conceivable that such adhesion is more prevalent in assays involving immobilized small vesicles with diameters below the resolution limit of the microscope (17,18).

Intriguingly, the delay time between docking and fusion of both liposomes and chromaffin granules was very short, with a substantial proportion of the vesicles showing delays at or below our time resolution of 12 ms. This is remarkable when considering that neither Ca\(^{2+}\) nor phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate were present, which were shown previously to enhance in vitro fusion (32). In fact, the delay is in a similar range as that observed in intact chromaffin cells between calcium triggering and fusion as measured with capacitance patch-clamping (36). Similarly short delay times were observed previously using small vesicles (liposomes or purified synaptic vesicles) and planar-supported bilayers (12,31). We assume that the activated acceptor complex used here (20) bypasses regulatory steps operating under physiological conditions. Thus, activated SNAREs, without any cofactors, are capable of catalyzing millisecond-rate fusion not only with small vesicles but also with native large secretory granules despite the presence of an inhibitory peptide in the C-terminal region of the SNARE acceptor complex. Taken together, these findings provide proof of principle that SNARE-mediated fusion can be completed with only millisecond delay time after the initial trans-contact of the SNAREs, thus obviating the need to invoke intermediate states with SNAREs arrested at a partially zippered state solely to explain the fast fusion kinetics of neurons (see (3) for a discussion).

In summary, our fusion assay provides, to our knowledge, a new platform for studying membrane fusion on single vesicle level by using an acceptor membrane that is largely free of curvature stress and avoids adhesion-induced artifacts. Furthermore, it can be easily adapted to work with other fusogens such as endosomal SNARE proteins or viral fusion proteins.

**SUPPORTING MATERIAL**
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